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Kick Start Fat Loss 
The Revolution 
Book Tour
Kick Start Fat Loss The Revolution IS HERE!
I will be touring the UK talking fat loss, hormones, mid section 
weight gain, how to create the perfect diet for your health 
before weight loss, what is KSFL plus the local Franchisee will 
host clean eating food tasting and I will be signing books.
It is going to be a busy few months and I can’t wait to see you!
Here is where I will be and when:

10th March NORWICH with Sallie Anne Sadler
14th March THETFORD with Michelle Jermy

22nd March STOCKPORT with Paula Thompson
4th April ORPINGTON with Francesca Flin

5th April BRADFORD ON AVON with Lisa Lamb
21st April MAIDENHEAD with Liz Lane

24th April LEEDS with Andrea Riddoch
26th April EAST BARNET with Esther Shortt

(more dates to come)

I would love to see you there.

Rachel xxx

Rachel H
olm

es
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CLICK 

HERE TO 

PURCHASE 

YOUR KSFL 

REVOLUTION 

BOOK 

TODAY

“This book will make me 
smarter in my eating choices – 
I am empowered to spread this 
knowledge! Here’s to happier, 
healthier humans! Well done 
Rachel!” - Andrea S

“This book is highly 
recommended. Both 
Motivational and Inspirational. 
Kick Start Fat loss has 
changed my health, well-being 
and my life.” - Rina G

http://www.kickstartfatloss.net/revolution/
http://www.kickstartfatloss.net/revolution/
http://www.kickstartfatloss.net/revolution/
http://www.kickstartfatloss.net/revolution/
http://www.kickstartfatloss.net/revolution/
http://www.kickstartfatloss.net/revolution/
http://www.kickstartfatloss.net/revolution/
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Interview
with
Fabletics

Please could you give our readers a 
little insight into how Fabletics was 

created (i.e. from concept to design)
JustFab’s Co-CEOs Don Ressler and Adam 

Goldenberg launched Fabletics with Kate 
Hudson after they saw a gap in the activewear 

marketplace: there were plenty of luxury brands, 
but none that offered stylish and high quality gear 

at an accessible price point. These three unstoppable 
innovators joined forces to create the Fabletics brand 
in 2013.  Fabletics launched in the UK the following 
year.

How did the partnership with Kate Hudson begin 
and how much involvement does she have?
Kate has regular input in to all aspects of the 
business, including the design process. She also fronts 
the TV advertising campaign.

Do you have a target market and if so who?
The Fabletics target market is women with a passion 
for fitness and an active lifestyle, who are looking for 
functional, fashionable and affordable athleisure wear 
to take them from the gym or studio to the park or 
cafe.  

If you could describe Fabletics in three words what 
would they be?
High-quality, fashion-forward and affordable 

Il-fitting gym wear can be a girls nightmare. How 
do you ensure that your range accommodates 
different body shapes and physiques?
According to Kate: ‘What’s most exciting to me is that 
our line can be available to everyone.  I love that it’s 
high-quality, hip and affordable.  
The most challenging aspect of the process of 
designing activewear is taking every body type into 
consideration.  The whole Fabletics team shares this 
great sense of pride and accomplishment in the fact 
that we can create pieces and outfits that women of 
all shapes and sizes can feel great wearing’.
For our products we use high-tech materials, such 
as seamless tops or 4-way stretch material for our 
bottoms, which ensures a perfect fit. We also offer 
free shipping and free returns for our outfits, in case 
our customers want to change sizes or colours.

Where does the fashion inspiration come from?
Fabletics designers take their inspiration from what 
they see on the catwalks each season.  We look for 
key trends and see how we can translate these into 
our performance pieces.  

What are your goals for 2016? (i.e. can you give us 
any information about any new ranges?)
We have some really exciting launches in the pipeline 
this year including a swimwear line which will launch 
late Spring.
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Advertise in Kick Start Magazine 
and get your product or service in 

front of 
75,000+ 

Fitness Instructors and 
Health Enthusiasts.

For more information go to:

www.kickstartfatloss.net
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Buy yours here

http://www.kickstartfatloss.net/Coconut/
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Happy Mother’s day to me and 
all the amazing mummy’s out 

there. For me being a mom has 
made me realize that your heart is 

bigger than you thought. You look at 
child and realize that you didn’t know 

you could love someone so much, so quick 
and so unconditionally.

You learn how precious time really is, and you 
learn to cherish it.

You realize you are stronger than you thought. 
You find yourself willing and able to go through 
anything for your child, and pull through any 
situation, so long as they are OK.
You get to be a kid again. You learn to eat your 
food quick and usually cold. You learn the real 
meaning of sacrifice. 
Massive poops, snot and sick are nothing to you 
now. You are a pro and you can handle it with 

your eyes closed with one hand tied behind you 
back. You have a new appreciation for other 
moms and their battles. Seeing a mom in the 
supermarket with a crying child no longer phases 
you...if anything, you just want to walk over and 
give her a hug. The sense of camaraderie is an 
amazing feeling.
You learn not to take things for granted. 
Milestones like holding their heads up, 
rolling over, smiling, walking, talking, school 
performances and sports days etc remind you 
that life is precious, and that we shouldn’t take 
anything for granted...and also that we all have 
to start somewhere. 

Pamela Kosminksy -  Mummy of Walter and Editor 
for Kick Start Magazine

Coconut oil’s small molecular structure allows it to 
penetrate skin pores to soften rough skin from within. 
Honey is a natural humectant, which hydrates skin 
cells. Lastly, fresh lemon juice is a natural astringent, 
which helps tighten and shrink large pores.
Ingredients:
• 1 tablespoon coconut oil
• 2 teaspoons raw honey
• 1/2 teaspoon lemon juice
Directions:
1. Combine the above ingredients thoroughly in a 
small mixing bowl.
2. Apply a thick coat of the mixture onto your 
clean face.
3. Allow the mixture to sink in for 10 minutes. 
Rinse off with cool water.
4. Pat dry with a soft towel.

Happy
Mothers
Day

Top Three Coconut 
Oil Face Mask Recipes 
for Healthy Skin
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Banana, coconut 
& Tumeric face 

mask
Coconut and turmeric 

coupled together make a 
good acne-fighting face mask, 

due to their anti-inflammatory 
properties. Banana hydrates and 

moisturizes skin. 

Ingredients:
• 1 tablespoon coconut oil

• 1/2 ripe banana
• A pinch of turmeric

Directions:
1. Mash up 1/2 ripe banana using the back of a 

fork.
2. Stir in the coconut oil and turmeric to form a 
consistent mixture.
3. Slather the mixture onto your clean face. Let it 
settle for 15 minutes.
4. Rinse off with cool water. Pat dry.

Nutmeg 
Avocado 

Coconut Oil 
Face Mask

Add a spicy twist to your coconut 
oil face mask with nutmeg. The 

spice is superb for skin health.
Coconut oil contains antioxidants which 

stave off free radical damage. Coconut 
oil also offers sun protection and has an 

SPF of about 5. Avocado will hydrate and 
moisturize skin, while nutmeg will gently 

exfoliate acne-prone skin and prevent further 
breakouts.
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For those who do not know you – 
who is Anita Tonne?  

I was born and raised in Norway and I am 
married with two beautiful boys felix (15) 

and Lukas (11). Before I started TheCoreBar 
business in 2006 I lived a successful but 

mundane life. I met my husband when I was 17, 
married when I was 25, went to college and took 

my degree in PR- Sales and Marketing Business. 
I had a safe job and a nice pay check - but I was 
so freaking bored! I didn`t feel I was challenged in 
any way. Where was my inner fire? My passion? My 
passion was group fitness, I absolutely loved and still 
do up to this date.  So I decided to open my own 
business creating my own fitness program. I said good 
bye to safety and welcome to a crazy roller coaster 
ride I never ever could have dreamed of.  I started by 
launching at my local to gym. Few months later I was 
out on the road with 40 bars, knocking doors at sport 
clubs in Norway, doing demonstrations and teaching 
demo classes. I gave myself 1 year to take out my 
first paycheck and exactly 12 month later I did. That`s 
how it all started. That`s how the fun came back in 
my life.

How would you describe yourself in three words? 
Happy, determined, hard working

What is the Corebar? 
Corebar training uses a signature, weighted bent bar 
for the entire class which provides complete workouts 
interval-based cardio, core, strength, mobility, agility 
and balance. But Corebar believes in more than 
just providing people with a challenging workout. I 
believe that it is important to have FUN and enjoy 
the journey while exploring the edge of your comfort 
zone, in both life and fitness. 

What are the physical benefits of Corebar? 
In sport science there are several general principles, 
like specificity, overload, progression, adaptation and 
restitution. Corebar workouts are based on all these 
well-known sport science principles. I can guarantee 
you progression in your trainings results.

How do you balance being an entrepreneur, 
working mum and a wife? 
You become an expert in efficiency and prioritizing! 
I mean, I get about 150 emails every day so I get up 
at 6am and start the day with a cup of coffee going 
over my emails. I respond to the ones that has to 
be prioritized the next 45 minutes. Then I spend 45 
minutes making smoothie, breakfast and lunch bags 
for my boys and 15 minutes drinking coffee with my 
husband. It’s 15 minutes quality time! I try to avoid 
personal meetings during the week. I prefer skype 
and phone meetings because they have an agenda 
and it’s more efficient. I usually arrange phone 
meetings in the afternoon while I’m driving my kids 
to soccer practice. I am trying to watch as many of 
their games as possible when I’m not traveling. I put 
up priority lists every week and break them down 
to every day. I make sure to sleep well, eat right  - 
which means I am never on a diet and my training 
is balanced. I don’t work out every day and I don’t 
only do Corebar training. At home we all do house 
work and help with the cooking. Trust me, it’s far 
from perfect but to balance this kind of work, being 
a mom and keep my marriage my life just has to be 
very organized and that’s what it is.

THE COREBAR 
“TRAIN HARD, 
HAVE FUN”

Anita Tonne - 

Creator
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You are in fantastic shape. How do you keep your 
mind and body strong and do you follow any diets? 
I am so happy you ask me this question! Thank you! 
It’s all about the balance. I am never on a diet - I 
feel great about eating. I love healthy food, organic 
vegetables and green smoothies. But I also love to 
grab a beer, a glass of wine or chocolate. I do Corebar 
2-3 times a week, yoga and functional strength. I 
keep the same attitude when I work out as in my job. 
I push myself to the max!
      
What does it mean to you to be body confident? 
To be truly happy with who you are.

What can we expect from a typical Corebar class? 
Tough and sweaty but so much fun that you cannot 
wait for the next one!

What has been the hardest lesson in life/business 
you have learnt? 
That there is a lot of people out there that you 
believe you can trust but then you have to learn you 
can’t.

What makes Corebar different from any other 
exercise class? 
The energy! the signature bar and signature moves.

What is your best business advice? 
Never stop believing you can be anything!  We are 
the results of our thoughts and actions so decide what 
you want and go after it. Chase it with everything 
you got. It won’t be easy and people will not believe 
in you. There are still days where I am scared I’m 
not going to make it. Define your vision, find your 
purpose and start believing. Never forget where 
you’re coming from. Always stay humble.  

What countries currently run Corebar and when will 
it be coming to the UK? 
All Scandinavian countries, Spain, Italy, Switzerland, 
Greece, USA. UK (summer 2016). 2016 we are 
expanding in Europe and in 2017 Asia.

THE COREBAR 
“TRAIN HARD, 
HAVE FUN”
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Thrive
Find your ‘Why’, then use it to channel 

your motivation.

Why do you do what you do?
I mean it.

What goal or dream or higher purpose drives you?
What makes you work hard even when no one’s looking?

What makes you work ten minutes longer when you could have left ten minutes earlier?
Or do you not even know? (It’s okay if you don’t.)

There’s a why in all of us.

Everyone has a why — that driving force that gets us up and gets us moving forward in a positive direction 
every day.
To those who might say they don’t have one, that nothing motivates them, that they have no goals … I say 
you just have to find it.
To you I say what I’ve said to myself: ‘find the pride to decide you’re worth it, and have the humility to realize 
you need it’ 
Even if you have to “fake it until you make it,” take your best guess at what your why might be, let it guide 
you, and though it may not sustain forever, it just might lead you to the why that will.
Find your why … then use it to channel your motivation.
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Mother’s Day Gifts. 
What Moms 
really want

Chocolate and flowers are always welcomed but finding the ‘perfect’ Mother’s Day gift can be 
hard. So we asked our Kick Start Fat Loss community what they would actually like to receive. 

Here’s what they told us.

Time Off
Every mom has a list of about 50 things they need to do a day but time is always the 
issue. Our moms would love a day to turn their ‘To-Do’ list into a Ta-DaH!’ list, or be 
free to do whatever they wanted, no questions asked.

Clean House
Being a mom is a blessing we do not take for granted but it’s also pretty stressful at 
times. Coming home to a clean house is like eating a Victoria sponge without a fork – 
it’s a little slice of heaven. Hire a professional to deep come round and give the house 
a deep clean or get the kids to chip in and help pick up around the house.

Get out of ‘mom routine’ free pass
We love being moms....we really do. But we would also love a day free from the 
“mom routine”. This means no washing up, no sorting out laundry, no chauffer duty, 
no breaking up sibling arguments. Do you follow?

“If you love me, let me SLEEP”
Going to sleep tired and waking up without the sound of an alarm or the voice of child is 

a dream come true! And totally FREE! 

Spa Day – Let the pampering begin
Massage, manicure, pedicure.....silence!!! A spa day is a wonderful gift to show us how 
much we are appreciated. You don’t have to spend a fortune either. Older kids can get 

creative and set up a home spa with a bubble bath, candles, homemade scrubs etc.
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Mother’s Day Gifts. 
What Moms 
really want

Lingering DIY Projects
You know every time we say “honey can you fix the ____________(fill in the blank) 
and you don’t do it? Well it drives us a little bit crazy. If you could just get them done 
so we don’t have to keep repeating ourselves that would be super. Plus you will be 
very happy come Father’s Day – trust us!

The best things in life are free
It’s true! Us moms are sentimental souls and the gifts we will treasure forever are the 
homemade cards, paintings, handprints, photos from our children that remind us what 
a blessing it truly is to be a mom.

‘What’s for dinner?’
If you could take care of dinner for a week or even a day (including food shopping and 

prep) it would free us up to spend less time in the kitchen and more time with the 
family.

Car Wash
Sometimes it really is the simple things in life that brings us such joy. A 

car free from crumbs and tissues is like a commuting oasis.

Time
Time is the most precious gift you can give – as it’s something you never get back. 
Spend the day with her doing whatever she likes to do. If you won’t be around on 

Mother’s Day, call your mom and catch up — trust us, she’ll feel the love.
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  Original Artist & PPL-Free music options

  Every genre and fitness discipline covered

  100s of titles available on CD & Download

  32 count phrased with aerobic curve or constant BPM

  Timed music with vocal commands for intervals

FITNESS INSTRUCTORS
 

Pure Energy supplies thousands of instructors with music tailored for fitness 
classes on a monthly basis on CD & download, offering individual releases or 

annual subscriptions either with or without a PPL licence included.

CORPORATE 
 

Pure Energy supplies group membership for centres and multiple sites, offering 
regular music releases for all disciplines and licensing options to suit any budget, 

providing both original artist and PPL free alternatives.  

BRANDS
 

Pure Energy works with some of the biggest names in the fitness industry to 
create bespoke music releases to suit their training programmes. Whatever the 

concept, we can tailor the music to enhance the experience.

EUROPE’S LARGEST SUPPLIER OF MUSIC TO 
THE FITNESS INDUSTRY!

WWW.PUREENERGYMUSIC.COM
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Do you want to train to teach

LEVEL 3 
Fitness Pilates? 

Qualified Pilates Instructors are in 
high demand all over the UK.

Pilates classes are continually busy 
with waiting lists & an abundance of 
clients looking for classes.

The potential to set up your own 
successful  independent community 
classes in a local venue.

Clients are happy to pay for courses 
and in advance enabling you to run 
profitable community classes.

Pilates is viewed as a premium class 
therefore you can command a higher 
fee than other group exercise classes.

Active IQ Level 3 Diploma in 
Pilates with Rachel Holmes 

& Kelly Reed-Banks

2016 Dates for Level 3
LONDON  – 15/16/17 APRIL
MANCHESTER – 17/18/19 JUNE
DERBY – 16/17/18 SEPTEMBER
LONDON  – 11/12/13 NOVEMBER

The full course price is £720 + 
VAT BUT You can join C2GO as an 
advanced member and get a 10% 

discount from your course fee.

For more information click here

http://www.choreographytogo.com/qualifications/level-3-pilates/
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Flaunt 
your 
Flaw

Whether your flaw is something physical, psychological, or even emotional I can almost 
guarantee you won’t be able to change it so embracing it is the best and most efficient way of 

being able to flaunt your flaws. Everyone is unique so just try and find a positive aspect of  your 
flaw and go ahead and flaunt it!

I was thinking today though, where did the idea 
come from that we must only be perfect in the 
eyes of the world? Our hair must always look just 
so, our makeup should be on point and our dress 
size determines our self worth. The 
smaller the body shape the bigger 
your success in life?
Flaws. Everyone has them. 
I guarantee we all face 
things that we don’t 
like about ourselves. 
Well mine have 
always been 
my thighs. I’ve 
inherited those 
beauts from my 
dad. My sister 
got the long legs 
and I got the 
thickness!! I’ve 
lost count how 
many times I’ve 
moaned about 
these and i’m going 
to continue to work 
on them but I’ve totally 
accepted that these are 
my thighs and I should be 
thankful for having them. 
They help me run, they are strong 
and provide extra layers of insulation 
in the cold winter months.  

I see my flaws as a road map of sorts. My mental 
and emotional failings show the route to a better 
me. Without this map I’d just be floundering 
through life, looking for purpose and direction.

I’m curious as to why the world only 
wants to see our perfection, 

or perceived perfection. 
That’s all it is anyway, is 

perception. Trust me, 
no one is perfect, no 

one has the perfect 
life that you think 
they do, no one 
has it all put 
together 100 % 
of the time. If 
they think they 
do, then they’re 
delusional which 
is worse than 
having a few 
imperfections 

anyway.
Wether your flaw is 

something physical, 
psychological, or even 

emotional accept it. 
Flaws are normal, they’re 

fantastic so acknowledge 
them, embrace them, then let 

them guide you to a better you.

By
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You can work out with me,

anytime,
anywhere!

Work out 
with me on
Periscope
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This is a totally NEW type of programme 
called KSFL TONED IN 10!

Aimed at the person who needs quick 
and easy 10 minute meals and workouts 
that can fit around their busy schedule

We are so excited to be 
launching this new programme 

from Monday 7th March..

Now the Kids can 
get involved with 

your clean eating and 
healthy lifestyle too!

How can I get my children eating good 
food?

What foods should I be giving them?

The food a child eats early on in 
their life can seriously influence their 

dietary habits later in life, so it’s 
important to build those good habits 

and a healthy relationship with GOOD 
food from an early age.

COMING SOON- KSFL Kids Juice and 
Treats book!

http://www.kickstartfatloss.net/ksfl-toned-10/
http://www.kickstartfatloss.net/ksfl-toned-10/
http://www.kickstartfatloss.net/ksfl-kids/
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PROTEIN
Get into the habit of trying different types of protein with each meal and a couple of different vegetables, and 
don’t be put off if they turn them away at first.
Proteins are essential for growth, brain development and healthy bones. Children need to get 10 ‘essential 
amino acids’ from their food.

Perfect meal ideas for this:
Dippy eggs
Omelettes
Chicken nuggets and courgette faux noodles

www.choreographytogo.com

KSFL 
for 
Kids

The nutritional needs of your children is an important subject and it’s easy to feel 
overwhelmed by the amount of differing information out there.

The food a child eats early on in their life can seriously influence their dietary habits later in 
life, so it’s important to build those good habits and a healthy relationship with GOOD food from 

an early age.

If you are eating clean with KSFL you will know how amazing you feel, how it balances hormones, 
controls weight and gives you far more energy. Well it can do the same for your children. They will be 
energised, sleep better and be far healthier.

Sugar for children can increase hyperactivity and make them lose focus,  by controlling the sugar in their 
diets it helps to improve their focus in school and activities as well as managing their weight and evening 
out energy.

As your children grow up they will need different things, but keeping their food home made and clean is 
the best way to KNOW EXACTLY what they are eating.

Here is how to start off your young children with KSFL:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O5JV4l30OYw
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FRUIT AND VEG
Fruit and Vegetables are also important for children, delivering essential vitamins and minerals. 

REMEMBER to manage the amount of fruit you give your children as they can contain a high amount 
of sugars.

Here are some ideas to include them into your child’s meals:
Stews- You can pack in vegetables without them noticing.

Vegetable frittata- Simply fry some vegetables up in coconut oil and pour in 2 whisked eggs and fry until 
done- easy and you can make these together!

KSFL 
for 
Kids

Vegetable dipping sticks- Make some home made humous and dip in sticks of cucumber, celery and carrot!
Home made juices- A super sneaky way to hide greens!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1cZrB7PUhGc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mlNIjOrxJzQ
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PREMIUM
 

QUALITY

B R IT IS H M EAT
Free delivery on 
orders over £75

Delivered fresh 
from the farm 

to your door

Click here to visit our KSFL member

Discount Page
Visit livelean.co.uk and place your order today

Premium, Grass Fed Meat from
Award Winning British Farmers

https://www.livelean.co.uk/ksfl-members.html
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10 Proven Ways 
to Boost Your 
Happiness

Countless books, poems, and songs are written about the pursuit of happiness. But when it 
comes to finding the real deal, we’ve got the goods. Here are 11 scientifically proven ways to be 

happy. Songwriters, take note.

1. Be Positive
When Italian researchers measured happiness, people reported being happy 48 
percent of the time. Then, when they told them to see things in a more positive light, 
the feeling of happiness rose 30 percentage points, according to the study in PLOS 
ONE. Obvious, sure. Motivating, definitely.

3. Get Moving
Your thrice-weekly workout could ward off depression, according to a study in JAMA 
Psychiatry. Researchers from University College London followed 11,135 people from 
birth to 50 years old and recorded their depressive symptoms and exercising habits. 
Turns out, sedentary people were more likely to be depressed than active people. In 
fact, risk of depression decreased 6 percent each time they worked out.

5. Eat Fruits and Vegetables
Eating a diet rich in fruits and vegetables has been correlated to feeling greater 
happiness and life satisfaction, according to the British Journal of Health Psychology. 
This built upon a previous study done in 2013 that found on days when subjects ate 
seven to eight servings, they felt more positive about their well-being compared to 
days when they ate junk food. Plant foods are abundant in antioxidants many of 
which—such as B vitamins and carotenoids—are associated with better mood.

2. Stand Tall
Want to be confident and happy? Face the world with your spine straight and shoulders 

back, says research published in the Journal of Behavior Therapy and Experimental 
Psychiatry.

4. Have a Theme Song
When you’re about to face something unpleasant or that causes you a lot of anxiety, 

turn to music that moves you. Research out of McGill University found that listening to 
music that you identify with releases the feel-good hormone dopamine in the brain. 

Rock on.
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6. Make Out
After questioning over 1,000 heterosexual couples about what makes them happy in 
their relationships, researchers reported that frequent kissing, cuddling, and sex, as 
well as caring about orgasm—their own and their partners—kept the couples satisfied. 
The study was published in the Archives of Sexual Behaviour.

8. Find Purpose
Whether your spirituality manifests itself through religion, transcendental meditation, 
yoga, or volunteerism, research published in the Journal of Religion & Health 
concluded that people are happier when they have a sense of personal meaning and 
awareness of something higher than themselves.

10. Smile!
London researchers found that by just smiling, you—and those around you—will feel 
happier, according to their report in Social Cognitive and Affective Neuroscience.

7. Daydream
Upset people felt better when they daydreamed about their loved ones, according to 

Consciousness and Cognition. Researchers concluded that imagining others close to you 
may increase positive feelings.

9. Get Some Sleep
Harvard researchers found that when you don’t get enough sleep, your hippocampus—

the part of the brain that processes positive thoughts—turns to the dark side. When 
researchers asked sleep-deprived college students to recall words, they could only 
remember 31 percent of the positive words and 81 percent of the negative words.

10 Proven Ways 
to Boost Your 
Happiness
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Are you a forward thinker? Do you want to play a part in tackling the UK’s 
obesity crisis? Are you someone who is passionate about helping others 
become the best version of themselves?  Do you have a desire to motivate, 
support and encourage people into adopting a healthy lifestyle through 
health & Fitness? If the answer is yes then come and join the Kick Start Fat 
Loss Revolution.

The KSFL® franchise will allow you to have your own business and be 
your own boss.
I will personally coach and mentor you through all the stages including 
nutrition, business and marketing – to ensure you are 100% ready and 
confident to take the world by storm.
It’s all about working smarter, not harder and making a positive impact 
on people’s lives.

The KSFL® franchise will allow you to have your own business and be 
your own boss.
I will personally coach and mentor you through all the stages including 
nutrition, business and marketing – to ensure you are 100% ready and 
confident to take the world by storm.
It’s all about working smarter, not harder and making a positive impact 
on people’s lives.

www.kickstartfatloss.net/ksfl-clubs/ksfl-franchisee-business-opportunity/

Copy the link for more information

Do you share
my vision?

Are you coming with me?


